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FOREIGN AGENTS

MEANING

This is a person or company, resident in the foreign country that acts as the 

sales agent, often on an exclusive basis.

• Foreign agents are usually given the exclusive right to sell the product, 

should be selected with great caution and his rights and duties set out in 

a written distributorship agreement.

• Foreign agents or import merchant vary according to the types of 

products handled and their coverage of the foreign market. In receiving 

the maximum discount on price, the foreign distributor may agree to 

develop a market for the exporter.

• They do not take the title of the goods in their names.



The foreign agents can broadly be of 2 types:

1. Export agent 2. Import agent

EXPORT AGENT

An export agent is a trading company that acts for local manufacturers, 

usually representing a

number of non-competing manufacturers.

In return for obtaining export order from abroad, the export agent receives 

a commission.

Unlike the export merchant, the agent does not become the owner of the 

goods and therefore

does not assume the risk of not being able to sell them abroad.

An export agent is usually retained on one or two year’s renewable basis 

with an export agency agreement.



• The function of the export agent is to appraise the export potential of the 

local manufacturer's products, advertise them abroad, look for foreign 

buyers, obtain export orders, and advise on, or arrange for, the 

documentation, shipping and insurance once a sale has been made.

IMPORT AGENT

Such an agent promotes manufacturer's goods to local buyers and receives 

commission on an agreed

percentage of the value of the sales or on a basic monthly retainer fee.

The choice of such an import agent is a delicate task, the manufacturer should 

obtain:

(a) A clear picture of the would-be agent's commercial history.

(b) His banking and commercial references.

(c) A list of other products handled and companies represented.



The import agent's main task is to promote the sale of the manufacturer's 

product, relay purchase orders to the manufacturer and to perform other 

related tasks such as collecting and remitting market information.

Representing the manufacturers at the trade shows, assist manufacturer's 

employees when they make periodic visits, advise about new government 

regulations and provide sales analysis, etc.

Sales commission for the import agent should be built into the selling price 

of the goods, all prices, quotations; brochures, etc. may be shown openly to 

potential customers.

Although the term import agent is used to describe such a person, an 

agency agreement must specify that the relationship is that of an 

independent contractor. In this way the manufacturer cannot be held

legally liable for actions committed by the import agent.



Generally import agents do not have title to the goods. The exporter 

receives the order from the import agent but ships the goods directly to the 

buyer. Import agents provide a wide variety of services, etc.

When an import agent is appointed to represent an entire territory or 

country, he is called a sole agent.

When selling through an import agent, the exporter has more control over 

the market than when selling through a distributor.



TYPES OF EXPORT AGENTS

Commission agents

Commission or buying agents are finders for foreign firms that 

want to purchase domestic products. They seek to obtain the 

desired items at the lowest possible price and are paid a 

commission by their foreign clients. In some cases, they may 

be foreign government agencies or quasi-governmental firms

empowered to locate and purchase desired goods. Foreign 

government purchasing missions are one

example.



Brokers
A broker is a party that mediates between a buyer and a seller. A broker who 

also acts as a seller or as a buyer becomes a principal party to the deal. A sales 

person working for a securities or commodity brokerage firm is popularly (but 

incorrectly) called a "broker." A broker in that context is, strictly speaking, an 

exchange member who is actually executing the purchase or sales order in the 

'pit', on the exchange, as a service to the client of the firm for which that 

salesman works.

Commercial agents
Agent who solicits and procures business from potential customers on behalf 

of one or more principals, usually against payment of a percentage of the 

realized sales revenue as commission. Foreign commercial agents are 

protected under the laws of their home country against unfair termination of 

the agency agreement. Also called commission agent. See also mercantile 

agent.



Carrying and forwarding agents

• The direct link between the manufacturer and the trade is the carrying and 

forwarding agent (CFA).

• He is the representative of the company and hold stocks on behalf of the 

company.

• Typically, there would be a CFA in each state.

• Large companies may have even more. He would typically deal with 

about half a dozen

• companies and hold stocks of 4-8 weeks.

• He supplies to the stockists, depending on the distance, once or twice a 

month.

• As there are large distances to be covered and small quantities to be 

delivered, he needs to keep a sharp eye on the stockholding of the 

stockist.

• As he is the representative of the company, and he is closest to the market, 

he also recommends stockists to be appointed, their credit worthiness, etc.

• The CFA typically gets a margin of 2-4% depending on the quantum of 

business he handles.



Auction companies
Auction companies are businesses that help clients to arrange and hold 

auctions featuring everything from furniture to real estate to personal 

belongings such as jewellery. Many people find that employing the services 

of an auction house is key to getting the best price for the items offered for 

bid.

Buying agents

Individual or firm that locates supplies at best prices and terms, and (if 

required) warehouses or

consolidates them as one shipment on behalf of a local or foreign buyer. 

Also called indent agent



AGENCY CONTRACT
In India, the relationship between Agent and Principal is primarily contractual in 

nature and is governed by the terms of contract entered into between them 

("Agency Contract"). The law of agency derives its statutory base from Chapter 

X of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 ("Act"), which provides the framework of 

rules and regulations that govern formation and performance of any contract 

including the Agency Contract. 

Section 182 of the Act defines ‘Agent’ as ‘person employed to do any act for 

another or to represent another in dealings with third person’. Any person, who is 

of the age of majority according to the law to which he is subject, and who is of 

sound mind, can employ an Agent. As between Principal and third person a 

person may become an Agent, so as to be responsible to his Principal according 

to the provisions contained in the Act. No consideration is necessary to create an 

agency. The authority of an Agent may be express or implied. Several types of 

commercial agents have been recognized under Indian law, which includes inter 

brokers, auctioneers, persons entrusted with money for obtaining sales and 

insurance agents.



IDENTIFYING FOREIGN AGENTS

There are various ways to identify agents in the foreign markets. Embassies 

and High Commissions in the concerned countries, International Merchant 

Banks and Chambers of Commerce in various countries generally provide 

information on local agents. Import promotion centres established in various 

countries also help in this regard. The International Union of Commercial 

Agents and Brokers based in Amsterdam provides information on agents in 

European countries and the United States of America. Another method of 

identifying agents is to visit fairs and exhibitions. Since a large number of 

agents also visit these fairs, it is possible to contact them personally. 

Advertisements in trade journals can also bring in fruitful results.



Once a list of potential agents is prepared the next step for an exporter is 

to decide on the particular agent whom he would like to appoint. Agents 

have to be selected with care, and selection of agents takes time and 

effort and calls for good judgement. There are essentially three qualities, 

which an exporter should look for in an agent. First is character, which 

means that the agent must have established his credibility. in the 

particular business he is engaged in. the second quality is capital, i.e. he 

must have a sound financial base for his business operations. And finally, 

he must, have the capacity, i.e. he should have contacts in the right places 

and possess adequate marketing expertise to promote the products of the 

principal. These are the three 'Cs' that really make an agent successful.



Before deciding on a particular agent, the exporter should decide as to what 

type of agent he would like to have. A question may arise as to whether a big 

agency house should be approached or a smaller one will be better. The 

answer to this question depends on the level of business that the exporter 

expects to generate in the first and subsequent years. If the initial level of 

business is not expected to be large, a big agency house will not be 

interested in taking up his agency. In such a case, a medium size agency 

organization will be better suited for the exporting firm. Similarly, there are 

both advantages and disadvantages in appointing a very small agency firm. 

The advantage is that, the firm being small, is likely to make sincere 

attempts to generate business and will devote more attention to the 

promotion of exporting company's products. The disadvantage is that such .

an organization may not have adequate contacts and resources.



Once the firm has identified the characteristics of the agent and the range of 

service, he has to render, the firm should obtain the following information in 

order to find out the appropriateness of that agent. These are:

i)   How long has the agent been in business ?

ii) How many salesmen has he got ? their experience and reputation.

iii) Names of the other accounts he is presently handling. Does he carry any 

lines that are directly competitive with or complementary to the firms lines ?

iv) Total turnover during the last few years.

v) What is the average turnover per account ?

vi) Has he got adequate working capital ?

On the basis of the answers to these queries the firm should be able to 

evaluate the potentialities of various agents and make the final choice.
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